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Effect of degree of localization and confinement dimensionality of excitons on their recombination
process in CdSeÕZnSeÕZnSxSe1Àx single quantum well structures

Shigeo Yamaguchi,* Hitoshi Kurusu, Yoichi Kawakami, Shizuo Fujita, and Shigeo Fujita
Department of Electronic Science and Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-01, Japan

~Received 3 March 1999; revised manuscript received 15 October 1999!

We have studied the recombination dynamics of localized excitons in CdSe/ZnSe/ZnSxSe12x single quan-
tum well structures~SQWS! with the CdSe well layer of 1, 2, and 3 monolayers~MLs!. A time-resolved
photoluminescence~TRPL! measurement and a nonlinear photoluminescence~NLPL! measurement were used.
A time-integrated photoluminescence~TIPL! measurement at 20 K showed that the photoluminescence~PL!
from the CdSe layers was observed in the range from the blue spectral region to the green one with increasing
CdSe layer width, and that the PL linewidths were about 20–50 meV with an increase in the CdSe layer width.
This is resultant from the quantum energy shift and the interfacial roughness between the CdSe and ZnSe
layers, respectively. The TRPL measurement showed that excitons were localized at the tail states caused by
the interfacial fluctuation. Decay times were measured and found to increase with increasing monitored photon
energy, and their values increased with increasing CdSe layer width. It was found that the degree of localiza-
tion of excitons was larger and the radiative lifetimes of excitons were longer with an increase in the CdSe
layer width, indicating that the energy depth in the tail states was smaller and the oscillator strength of excitons
was larger for the SQW with a thinner well layer. A NLPL measurement was performed for the 1 and 2 ML
SQWS, which revealed that the many-body effect involving localized excitons occurred in the two samples,
and that such an effect could result from the localized biexcitons for the 1 ML SQW and from the localized
exciton-exciton inelastic scattering for the 2 ML SQW. The difference in the optical properties observed in the
two samples is probably due to the difference in the inhomogeneity of the potentials felt by excitons. In order
to study the effect of such inhomogeneity on the optical properties of excitons, we investigated the temperature
dependence of the TRPL measurement for the three CdSe SQW samples, by which the radiative and the
nonradiative lifetimes of localized excitons in the three SQW samples were obtained. These systematic mea-
surements have enabled us to clarify the relationship of localized excitons to both the localization effect and the
quantum confinement one. It has been deduced from these results that for a 1 ML SQW, thequantum size
effect of excitons is enhanced and the biexcitonic emission is observed, and for 2 and 3 ML SQWS, the degree
of localization of excitons becomes larger compared with that for the 1 ML SQW and it prevents excitons from
encountering the nonradiative recombination centers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The exciton in II-VI semiconductors has a larger bindi
energy and smaller Bohr radius compared to those in II
semiconductors. Accordingly, it is expected that even un
high excitation, the Coulomb interaction between electro
and holes is not screened and excitons can remain stab
fact, various emissions originating from an excitonic man
body interaction have been observed at low temperatu
For example, it has been reported that excitonic molecu
~biexcitons!1 or exciton-exciton inelastic scattering1 contrib-
utes to the formation of optical gain,2,3 and that for the lase
mechanism, excitons that are localized in the tail states
to alloy broadening produce optical gain.4 This type of local-
ization effect has long been under investigation,5–10 in par-
ticular with much attention paid to bulk crystals such
CdSSe.11–18 Unlike alloys such as CdSSe, in a ZnCdS
ZnSSe quantum well~QW! structure, the excitonic localiza
tion effect is induced by the interface roughness as well as
the alloy broadening. Understanding and elucidation of
emission mechanism is essential for the optimization o
device structure.

The main factors causing the localization of excitons
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~15!/10303~11!/$15.00
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QW structures are the interface fluctuation and the al
composition fluctuation, both of which are inherent in Q
structures with any alloy. In addition to such localizatio
effects, for strained QW structures, dislocation and stack
faults induced by the relaxation of strain cause excitons to
localized. In order to restrain the extrinsic localization
excitons due to the poor quality of samples, the QW str
tures in this study were grown on ZnSSe, which is latt
matched to GaAs substrate, and the thickness of the well
set below the critical thickness.

The CdSe/ZnSe/ZnSSe QW structures assessed her
characterized by the disordered interface that originates f
the large strain between CdSe and ZnSe layers. Accordin
the degree of localization of excitons is expected to be lar
than that of the alloy broadening. The degree of localizat
can be altered only by changing the thickness of the C
layer. This enables one to focus on the origin of localizat
due to the interfacial structure. The CdSe/ZnSe/ZnSSe
structure is a suitable material for the investigation
strongly localized exciton behavior.19–21

Furthermore, localized excitons exhibit the following fe
tures. Free excitons should preserve momentum before
after radiative recombination and as a result, an emiss
process via scattering with optical phonons can take pl
10 303 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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even under a high excitation condition. This leads to
nondirect excitonic transition, resulting in a low efficiency
emission. In the localized exciton system, however, mom
tum conservation is lifted off because of the disordered
tentials. This can enhance the possibility of direct transit
of excitons. Because excitons become localized in ene
and momentum spaces in the disordered potentials, they
restrained from encountering nonradiative centers and
the enhancement of emission efficiency is expected. In a
tion, localized states due to the disordered potentials fo
tail states, where the density of states is small and there
the population inversion of carriers can easily occur.4 The
localization effect can cause the excitons to possess la
binding energy than free excitons.22 Indeed, we have recentl
found experimental evidence that localized biexcitons are
origin of surface emission and edge emission.21

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Time-resolved photoluminescence~TRPL! measurements
were carried out using a frequency-doubled beam o
Al2O3 :Ti laser pumped by a cw Ar1 laser, and a photon
counting method with a synchroscan streak camera in c
junction with a 25-cm single-grating monochromator. T
wavelength~WL!, the pulse width~PW! and the repetition
rate~RR! of the excitation beam were 390 nm, 1.7 ps, and
MHz, respectively. The incident excitation energy dens
was tuned using a variable neutral density filter. The ti
resolution of the detection system was about 20 ps. Acco
ingly, the exponential decay time could be estimated wit
an accuracy of 5 ps by the deconvolution technique.

In order to investigate high excitation effects, nonline
photoluminescence~PL! spectroscopy was performed by th
population mixing technique, in which two excitation beam
are modulated at different frequencies (V5831 Hz, V
51000 Hz! by a chopper and focused at the same spot o
sample. A nonlinear PL component was obtained by det
ing the sum-frequency element (V11V251831 Hz! of the
total PL signal using a lock-in technique.

In this study, the second harmonic light of the amplifi
laser output~WL, 400 nm; PW, 200 fs; RR, 250 kHz! was
used as an excitation source, and the delay between the
citation pulse pairs was set to be zero. All optical measu
ments were performed at 20 K using a cryostat.

CdSe/ZnSe/ZnSSe separate confinement single qua
well ~SC-SQW! structures studied here were grown by m
lecular beam epitaxy~MBE! on a Zn-dopedp-type GaAs
substrate oriented to~100!. The growth of the SC-SQW
structures was performed as follows. First, a GaAs bu
layer was deposited, followed by a 30-nm-thick ZnSe buf
layer and subsequently, a 0.85-mm-thick ZnS0.07Se0.93 clad-
ding layer. The active region, a CdSe SQW sandwiched
tween ZnSe waveguide layers~each of 50 nm thickness! was
grown. Finally, a 0.15-mm-thick ZnS0.07Se0.93 capped layer
was grown. The mean thickness of the well was set to b
ML, 2 ML, or 3 ML. The value was estimated according
the growth rate and PL energy of the CdSe layer. This e
mation was in agreement with the previous results for
growth of CdSe on ZnSe,23 where the CdSe layer thicknes
was estimated by reflection high-energy electron diffract
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~RHEED! oscillation and cross-sectional transmission el
tron microscopy~TEM!.

In Sec. III ~III A and III B !, excitonic optical properties
under a high excitation condition at low temperature a
dealt with using 1 and 2 ML SQW samples. Then, in Se
III C and III D, the temperature dependence of the excit
recombination process under a low excitation condition
dealt with using 1, 2, and 3 ML SQW samples.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Recombination process under low excitation condition—
localization of excitons

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show time-integrated luminescenc
~TIL ! from the CdSe well layer together with decay times f
1 and 2 ML SQWS under the excitation intensity of 0.11 a
0.12 mJ/cm2, respectively, which are the lowest excitatio
intensities for the two samples. The spectral broadening,
full-width at half maximum~FWHM! of the TIL spectra, is
about 20 and 40 meV for the 1 and 2 ML SQWS, resp
tively. The difference in the two values results only from t
difference between the microscopic interfacial structure. T
CdSe/ZnSe QW system can be characterized by the ch
of its growth mode from two- to three-dimensions at t
stage that the thickness of CdSe is about several MLs;
change of the growth mode is caused by the large lat
mismatch between CdSe and ZnSe layers, and introduce
fluctuation of the interface between CdSe and ZnSe lay
With increasing the CdSe layer width, the interface roug
ness becomes higher and provides more fluctuated poten
and accordingly, excitons become localized in the poten
minima.20,21 The difference in the degree of localization
excitons is reflected in the spectral broadening.

These behaviors can be understood in terms of the ef
of exciton localization, where the decay of excitons is n
only due to radiative recombination but also due to trans
processes to the low-energy tail with the assistance of ac
tic phonons.24,25

FIG. 1. ~a! Time-integrated luminescence spectrum toget
with decay times for 1 ML SQW under the excitation intensity
0.11 mJ/cm2. ~b! Time-integrated luminescence spectrum toget
with decay times for 2 ML SQW under the excitation intensity
0.12mJ/cm2.
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Those decay curves are well fitted by a single or dou
exponential curve as in the following expression

I ~ t !5Af exp~2t/t f !1As exp~2t/ts!, ~1!

wheret f andts are the decay times of the fast and the sl
components, and Af and As are constants, respectivel
Single exponential approximation is the limiting case for e
pression~1!, with A f@As .

Using expression~1!, decay times for 1 and 2 ML SQWS
are plotted~depicted by closed circles! in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!,
respectively. The decay times are found to be longer w
increasing wavelength; this tendency has been observe
many II-VI alloy semiconductors,26–33 and has indicated the
localization process of excitons. It should be noted that
decay times for the 2 ML SQW are, on the whole, long
than those for the 1 ML SQW. It is most likely that th
inhomogeneous broadening of luminescence, namely, the
gree of localization, has relevance to the decay times.

In general, the decay time can be related to the degre
localization by the following expression11

t~E!215t r
21$11 exp@~E2Eme!/E0#%, ~2!

whereE0 is the characteristic energy for the density of stat
t r is the radiative lifetime, andEme is defined by a definite
energy for which the decay time equals the transfer time

The best fit was obtained for both 1 and 2 ML SQWS
listed in Table I. On the basis of the results listed in Table
it is found that the energy depth of localized statesE0 is
larger for the 2 ML SQW than for the 1 ML SQW and
moreover,t r for a 1ML SQW is smaller. Both results indi
cate the larger oscillator strength of excitons due to the di
nution of inhomogeniety in the well layer.

Figures 2 and 3 show the time evolution of the lumine
cence spectra as a function of time after pulsed excita
(td) under the lowest excitation condition for 1 and 2 M
SQWS, respectively. In Fig. 2, the PL peak attd50 ps is
located at 454.4 nm~2.728 eV!, and then shifts towards
lower photon energy withtd . This behavior can be under
stood as a transfer process of excitons to the tail states.
PL spectrum narrows slightly with time fromtd50 to 40 ps.
A shoulder appears and grows at about 458 nm~2.71 eV!
after td5 about 40 ps. The component is overlapped with
main peak (X1) after td5400 ps, and no peak shift is ob
served afterwards. This indicates that the density of the
states@g(E)# is not accurately expressed by the form
exp@2E/E0# but rather by a form of separately distribute
features depending on the interfacial structure. In Fig. 3,
time evolution tendency of the spectra is found to be alm
the same as that for the 1 ML SQW. Each spectrum at antd
is broader compared to that for the 1 ML SQW. This su

TABLE I. Table of characteristic values for 1 and 2 ML SQW
determined by fitting Eq.~2!.

Sample E0 ~meV! t r ~ps! Eme ~eV!

1 ML 8.5 209 2.7267
2 ML 16.3 454 2.5914
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gests that even attd50, the localization process of exciton
has already occurred within the time resolution of the m
surement system.

B. Recombination processes under high excitation condition—
many-body effect of excitons

As discussed in Sec. III B, the two SQW samples exh
a difference in the degree of localization of excitons, resu
ing in a difference in the oscillator strength and in the ene
depth of localized excitons. It should be noted that such
ferences are caused merely by the interface roughness
inhomogeneity of which may cause excitons to play a s
nificant role in a dense exciton system because the filling
excitons in both phase space and real space may occu
multaneously. On the basis of such an argument, the e
sion origin may be different between the two samples.

Figures 4 and 5 show the time-integrated luminesce
~TIL ! spectra from the 1 and 2 ML SQWS, respectively, w

FIG. 2. Time-resolved PL spectra measured as a function
delay time under the excitation intensity of 0.11mJ/cm2 for 1 ML
SQW.

FIG. 3. Time-resolved PL spectra measured as a function
delay time under the excitation intensity of 0.12mJ/cm2 for 2 ML
SQW.
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different excitation intensities: for the 1 ML SQW,~i! 0.11,
~ii ! 0.93,~iii ! 4.72mJ/cm2, and for the 2 ML SQW,~i! 0.12,
~ii ! 2.36, ~iii ! 5.55mJ/cm2.

Some noteworthy features are observed in these figu
Under the lowest excitation intensities, PL spectra exhibi
in Figs. 4~i! and 5~i! are dominated by the recombination
localized excitons, with their peaks being situated at 454
nm ~2.7276 eV! ~denoted asX1) and 479.42 nm~2.5718 eV!
for 1 and 2 ML SQWS, respectively. The main peak in F
4~i! gradually shifts to higher photon energies with incre
ing excitation intensity. This is due to the filling of density
states, which is easily induced for localized excitons lying
the tail state. On the other hand, in Fig. 5, the main p
shifts slightly to a lower energy and then towards high
energies, and further spectral broadening is observed si
taneously.

In Fig. 4, with the raising of the excitation power dens
to 0.93mJ/cm2, a shoulder appears on the lower energy si
With further increasing the excitation intensity, the should

FIG. 4. Time-integrated luminescence spectra for 1 ML SQ
with different excitation intensities:~i! 0.11, ~ii ! 0.93, ~iii ! 4.72
mJ/cm2. X1 andXX1 denote the main peak and an additional on
respectively.

FIG. 5. Time-integrated luminescence spectra for 2 ML SQ
with different excitation intensities:~i! 0.12, ~ii ! 2.36, ~iii ! 5.55
mJ/cm2.
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grows more rapidly than theX1 line, and an additional peak
~denoted asXX1) emerges at 456.41 nm~2.7168 eV!. The
energy difference betweenX1 and XX1 is estimated to be
about 11 meV.

For 1 ML SQW, the emergence of the additional pe
XX1 and the spectral shift and broadening suggest that
many-body effect involving localized excitons may play
significant role under the high excitation condition. For the
ML SQW, although no additinal peak is detected in the T
spectra, the many-body effect of localized excitons proba
occurs, judging from the appearance of the spectral shift
broadening.

At this stage, regarding the emission origin for the ad
tional peakXX1 shown in Fig. 4, a biexcitonic emissio
process or exciton-exciton inelastic collision is more pro
able, on the basis of the above discussion and the en
separation of 11 meV. For the 2 ML SQW, the broadness
the TIL spectra makes it difficult to assign the emission o
gin. However, the peak shift to a lower energy region b
tween the lowest excitation energy density and the sec
one suggests a contribution of the many-body effect invo
ing localized excitons, although those excitons may
screened by the Coulomb interaction, to separate finally
electron-hole plasma under the highest excitation conditi

On the basis of these results, the many-body effect sho
be reflected in the decay times, which are smaller under h
excitation intensity than those under low excitation intens
This effect can be observed in Figs. 6 and 7.

The values of decay times are obtained by fitting w
expression~1!. It should be noted that in Fig. 6 both the slo
and the fast decay components increase with decreasing
ton energy, indicating that both theX1 and theXX1 emission
lines are related to localized excitons. The tendency of
slow components in Fig. 6 is almost the same as tha
decay times obtained under the excitation intensity of 0
mJ/cm2. The fast components are estimated to be roug
half as small as the slow components, suggesting that theX1
emission originates from the biexcitonic transition, where
biexciton recombines radiatively leaving a photon and
exciton. This is because the formation rate of biexciton c
centration is proportional to the square of exciton concen
tion after a certain period of pulsed excitation.

On the other hand, in Fig. 7, decay times are found
become smaller in the lower energy region under the h
excitation condition, and there is a minimum at about 4

,

FIG. 6. Fitted values oft f , ts , and Af /As for 1 ML SQW
obtained at the excitation intensity of 4.72mJ/cm2.
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nm. The values for the higher energy region remain alm
unchanged compared to those under the low excitation c
dition, implying that the many-body effect occurs principa
in the lower energy region. These results strongly sugg
that the many-body effect involving localized excitons a
occurs in the 2 ML SQW sample.

Figures 8 and 9 show the time evolution of the lumine
cence spectra as a function of time after pulsed excita
(td) under the excitation intensities of 4.72 and 2.36mJ/cm2

for 1 and 2 ML SQWS, respectively.
It is found in Fig. 8 that a peak emerges at aroundX1 and

after 40 ps an additional peak,XX1, grows rapidly. TheX1
peak gradually shifts towards a lower energy, while theXX1
peak rapidly diminishes and shows a larger energy shif
should be noted that theXX1 peak shows a red shift, strongl
indicating the localization process of even biexcitons to
tail states.

The XX1 line begins to grow attd5 several tens of ps
reaches the maximum attd5100 ps, and then decays mo
rapidly than theX1 line. The dynamics of localized exciton
under the high excitation condition can be described as

FIG. 7. Fitted values oft f for 2 ML SQW obtained at the
excitation intensities of~i! 0.12 mJ/cm2 ~closed triangles! and ~ii !
2.36mJ/cm2 ~closed circles!.

FIG. 8. Time-resolved PL spectra measured as a function
delay time under the excitation intensity of 4.72mJ/cm2 for 1 ML
SQW.
st
n-

st

-
n

It

e

l-

lows. Photogenerated excitons relax to lower energy st
and reach the local potential minima. In such a situati
excitons are spatially localized within the well layer due
the break of the momentum preservation, and the many-b
effect involving excitons is more easily produced than in t
case of flat QWS without the effect of localization.

The energy difference betweenX1 and XX1 is about 11
meV. If the origin ofXX1 is the inelastic collision of exci-
tons, this energy difference should correspond to the bind
energy of excitons. However, this cannot be the case h
considering the calculated value of the excitonic binding
ergy in the sample structure studied here. On the basis o
relationship of decay times betweenX1 and XX1, we can
conclude that the radiative recombination of localized bie
citons is the most probable process forXX1.

For the 2 ML sample, in Fig. 9, the spectrum is observ
to be narrower at 300 ps, and additionally, the line shap
seen to be nearly symmetric. Afterwards, however, the sp
trum becomes broader again and exhibits a tail in the hig
energy region. This transition of the spectral line shape w
the delayed time can be explained as follows. Between
delay times of 100 ps and 300 ps, an additional emiss
with a fast decay component contributes to the sharpenin
the line shape, and after several hundred ps, the emissio
extinguished.

For the identification of the additonal peakXX1, for the 1
ML SQW in Fig. 4 and the minimum observed in deca
times for the 2 ML SQW in Fig. 7, the nonlinear lumine
cence measurement was performed.

In general, PL intensityI PL changes with excitation inten
sity (I ex) according to the following equation. Neglecting th
terms higher than the third order,I PL is written as

I PL5kIex
n 'aIex1bIex

2 . ~3!

The signal detected by nonlinear PL spectroscopy is the
ond term~b! proportional toI ex.

Figures 10 and 11 show the nonlinear PL spectra un
three different excitation intensities for 1 and 2 ML SQW
respectively.

The positive signal indicates the superlinear compone
while the negative signal corresponds to the sublinear one
shown in Fig. 10. For the 1 ML sample, under the low ex

of

FIG. 9. Time-resolved PL spectra measured as a function
delay time under the excitation intensity of 2.36mJ/cm2 for 2 ML
SQW.
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tation intensity, the positive signal is observed over the en
spectral range, and the spectral shape is almost the sam
the time-integrated linear PL. The origin is probably t
saturation of residual nonradiative centers by the photoge
ated carriers. Raising the excitation intensity above appr
mately 0.31mJ/cm2, the positive signal at theX1 line grows
more than that at theXX1 line. Under the excitation intensity
of 4.72 mJ/cm2, the nonlinear signal at theX1 line changes
its sign to negative nonlinearity because of the band-fill
effect of localized excitons. However, it should be noted t
the positive signal at theXX1 line continues to grow even a
that excitation density, convincingly indicating that theXX1
line originates from the many-body effect of localized ex
tons.

For the 2 ML sample SQW, as seen in Fig. 11, a nonlin
signal is obtained for the excitation intensity of more th
0.93 mJ/cm2. At this excitation intensity, the spectrum ind
cates twin peaks, both of which correspond to superlin
components. The intensity of the peak located on the lo
energy side is higher than that of the peak on the high ene
side. At 2.36mJ/cm2, the peak located in the low energ
region grows more rapidly than the peak in the high ene

FIG. 10. Nonlinear PL spectra under three excitation intensi
for 1 ML SQW. ~i! 0.31, ~ii ! 0.93, ~iii ! 4.72mJ/cm2.

FIG. 11. Nonlinear PL spectra under three excitation intensi
for 2 ML SQW. ~i! 0.93, ~ii ! 2.36, ~iii ! 5.55mJ/cm2.
e
as
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region. The energy position of the former peak is found to
situated at a similar position to the minimum as shown
Fig. 7.

Upon further increasing the excitation intensity, the sp
trum begins to exhibit a sublinear component on the l
energy side, while the superlinear signal is enhanced on
higher-energy side. In addition, the superlinear componen
the high energy region exhibits a tail. The change of the s
of the nonlinear signal for the 2 ML SQW represents t
reverse tendency in the case for the 1 ML SQW. Namely
contrast to the 1 ML sample, the nonlinear signal in t
lower energy region for the 2 ML SQW saturates earlier th
that in the higher energy region, resulting in the contributi
of a sublinear component. In Fig. 11, the energy separa
between the two peaks observed below 2.36mJ/cm2 is esti-
mated to be about 30 meV. Considering that the bind
energy of an exciton is calculated to be about 30 meV for
samples assessed in this study, the recombination pro
under the middle excitation condition for the 2 ML SQW
could be attributed to the localized exciton-exciton inelas
scattering. It is clear that under the highest excitation con
tion, the excitons are screened by the Coulomb interactio
separate them into electron-hole plasma. This is confirm
by the finding that the superlinear component is obser
widely in the higher energy region and the saturation proc
is represented by the sublinear component in the lower
ergy region.

Therefore, what type of mechanism is the origin for t
different radiative recombination processes of excitons fo
and 2 ML SQWS? We consider this problem as follows.
biexciton is composed of two excitons and, accordingly, h
a larger Bohr radius than an exciton. When considering bi
citons and excitons as particles, the biexciton suffers m
strongly from the effect of the inhomogeneity of the rando
potentials. Thus a biexciton is more easily segregated
excitons under strong inhomogeneity.

In the following, we focus on how the difference in th
disordered potentials in the CdSe layers influences the o
cal properties of excitons. We prepared three samples w
different well widths of 1, 2, and 3 ML.

Such disorder as described above influences the beha
of excitons. The variation in the depths of the potentials f
by excitons changes the electronic states, and thus the
sity of the states of excitons is modified. Accordingly, t
excitonic absorption and luminescence lines are broade
through which the behavior of the excitonic localization pr
cess can be investigated.

The monochromatic excitation creates localized excito
of a certain energy through no-phonon absorption induced
the random potential. These excitons can either recomb
with some probability or transfer towards any exciton st
of lower energy. The excitons relax into the localized sta
where further relaxation and spatial diffusion are possi
through tunneling between the localized states. The re
ation rate for this process strongly depends on the densit
available final states with lower energies and decreases
idly with a decrease in energy within the tail states due to
low density of the final states. The decay rate of localiz
excitons is expressed by the radiative recombination de
rate with relaxation rate to the lower energy states. The
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cay time increases with decreasing photon energy and
TIL peak energy shifts towards lower energies as ti
passes.11–17,24–34

We must bear in mind that such localization is associa
with the dimensionality of excitons that is produced by t
difference among potentials. Quantum dots~QDs!, and quan-
tum wires~QWIs! are considered to be the limiting cases
this respect; therefore, the dimensionality of excitons
been studied.35–37 In this section, we present experiment
results for the enhanced dimensionality due to the rand
potential. The decay time can be obtained by fitting w
expression~1!. The best fit has been obtained using the
rameters shown in Table II.

C. Time-integrated PL and lifetime

Figures 12~a!, 12~b!, and 12~c! show a series of time
integrated photoluminescence~TIPL! spectra at 20 K ob-
tained from the CdSe well layer, together with decay tim
for 1, 2, and 3 ML CdSe SQWS, respectively, under
excitation intensity of 0.15mJ/cm2. The TIPL peak energy is
found to shift with the changing of the well width. The TIP
width becomes broader with an increase in the well widt

In Figs. 12~a!, 12~b!, and 12~c!, it is found for all samples
that the decay times become longer as photon energy
creases.

On the basis of an argument similar to that in Sec. III
characteristic values were obtained by fitting with express
~1! and are summarized in Table II. The difference betwe
the 1 ML and 2 ML SQW samples in Tables I and II is d
to the slight inhomogeneity of the samples. This is becau

TABLE II. Table of characteristic values for 1, 2, and 3 M
SQWS determined by fitting Eq.~2!. ~Difference between value
for 1 and 2 ML SQWs in Table I and Table II is due to the inh
mogeneity of the samples.!

Sample E0 ~meV! t r ~ps! Eme ~eV!

1 ML 11.2 118 2.7021
2 ML 38.3 364 2.5322
3 ML 56.6 493 2.4470

FIG. 12. Time-integrated PL spectrum~solid line! together with
decay times~closed circles! obtained at 20 K for~a! 1 ML SQW,
~b! for 2 ML SQW, and~c! for 3 ML SQW. The excitation intensity
is 0.15mJ/cm2 ~the same excitation intensity was used for the s
sequent experiments below!.
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GaAs substrate is not rotated during the growth of epilaye
However, this discrepancy is not considered to be esse
in the following discussion.

From Table II, it is found that bothE0 andt r are strongly
related to the well width, namely, to the degree of rando
ness of the interfacial structure.t r decreases with decreasin
CdSe well width, indicating that the oscillator strength
excitons increases. This is confirmed by the finding that
TIPL intensity shown in Fig. 13 is enhanced further as t
well width narrows.E0 increases with increasing well width
indicating the variation of the depth of localized states.

The inhomogeneity can effect the confinement of excito
even for bulk crystals by modifying the wave functions
the excitons through the energy and the moment
spaces.38,39 It can be considered that as the potential felt
excitons becomes more random, the extent of the wave fu
tion of excitons is reduced because the crystal moment
(.k) dispersion is widely spread in the dispersion curv
indicating that the diffusion of excitons in real space is p
vented and thus they are confined in a certain real reg
This phenomenon can be referred to as the dimensionalit
the confinement of excitons.35–37

D. Temperature dependence of time-integrated luminescence

The localization process of excitons can also be exami
in relation to the temperature dependence of TIPL emiss
The spatial localization of excitons is further supported
the behavior of the TIPL as a function of the temperature

Now, it is important to note whether the PL emission
excitonic even at room temperature. The estimated bind
energy of excitons in our case~around 30 meV! is slightly
larger than the thermal energy at room temperature.40 How-
ever, it should be noted that such excitons can divide i
electron-hole pairs with the thermal energy and/or longitu
nal optical ~LO! phonon energy. Even considering such
situation, the data available for sufficiently high temperatu
are convincing as follows.

Figure 14 shows how the emission peak energy shifts
Fig. 15 shows how the FWHM of the TIPL spectra shown
Figs. 12~a!, 12~b!, and 12~c! varies with temperature, for the
three SQW samples. Two features are observed. First
seen in Fig. 14 for the three samples, within a certain te

-

FIG. 13. Temperature dependence of TIPL intensity in
Arrhenius plot for the three SQW samples. The maximum inten
ties are normalized.
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perature range, the TIPL peak energy initially moves to
slightly lower energy, followed by an increase in photon e
ergy, after which it again decreases. These anomalous
nomena have been also observed in other materials.41,42Sec-
ond, as shown in Fig. 15, in almost the same tempera
range as in Fig. 14, the FWHM first shows an increase, a
which it decreases appreciably and then increases again

This phenomenon is indicative of spatially localized ex
tons. It can be explained by the behavior of the TIPL pe
energy and the FWHM in terms of excitons localized at p
tential fluctuations in the well layer: as the temperature
raised, the excitons gain greater mobility, increasing
probability that they will become trapped at a lower ener
As the temperature is further increased, the mobile excit
experience more completely the potential fluctuations, p
ducing an increase in the peak emission energy and
FWHM.

The excitons can be regarded as becoming delocal
from the tail states and becoming nearly free at 50 K, 100
and 110 K for 1, 2, and 3 ML SQWS, respectively. It shou
be noted that these characteristic temperatures for the t
samples are in good agreement with those in Figs. 13–
Around each of these characteristic temperatures, a featu
observed; for example, in Fig. 13, for the three samples,
intensity begins to be quenched at the characteristic temp
ture.

Figure 13 shows an Arrhenius plot of the log of the in
grated PL intensity for each well width versus the inve

FIG. 14. Temperature dependence of TIPL peak energy for
three SQWS.

FIG. 15. Temperature dependence of TIPL FWHM for the th
SQWS.
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temperature. At temperatures at which the thermal quench
starts, the TIPL exhibits a straight-line behavior charact
ized by an activation energy, 65.5~1 ML!, 187 ~2 ML!, 203
meV ~3 ML!. These values may reflect the depth of the tra
ping of excitons. The three samples exhibit remarkably si
lar behavior characterized by obeying an Arrhenius dep
dence. As shown in Fig. 15, the FWHM of TIPL for the
ML SQW becomes larger than that for the 3 ML SQW abo
a temperature of around 50 K. This may result from t
difference in the distribution of islands and terraces in
interface between the CdSe and ZnSe layers. This is s
ported by the results shown in Fig. 13, where, for 2 and
ML SQWS, the TIPL intensity is quenched in two steps, a
the first activation energy for the 2 ML SQW is larger tha
that for the 3 ML SQW.

In Fig. 13, at about the characteristic temperature for e
sample, the beginning of a decrease in the TIPL intensit
observed. The intensity is reduced by over four orders
magnitude in a small temperature range for the 1 ML SQ
but for 2 and 3 ML SQWS, the ratio of the intensity at a lo
temperature to that at the highest temperature is found
decrease to 1021. The intensity at the lowest temperature
larger with decreasing CdSe layer width. However, the te
perature at which the TIPL begins to be quenched~almost
the same the characteristic temperature in Figs. 14 and 1! is
higher with increasing the CdSe layer width. This refle
that at higher temperatures, the nonradiative recombina
process plays a larger role for the sample with a thinner w

The role of the nonradiative recombination process is
sessed in the next section.

E. Radiative and nonradiative recombination processes

In Fig. 16~a!, the decay times derived from fitting with
expression~2! are depicted as a function of temperature
the three SQWS. Measured decay times can be divided
radiative and nonradiative components,43 and they appear to
play different roles in the recombination process for t
samples assessed here.

If the PL recombination time,t(T) is given by

1

t~T!
5

1

t r~T!
1

1

tnr~T!
, ~4!

wheret is the measured decay time, andt r(T) and tnr(T)
are the radiative and the nonradiative lifetimes, respectiv
Then the temperature dependence of the PL intensityI is
given by

I 5I 0

t~T!

t r~T!
, ~5!

and if separation oft r(T) andtnr(T) is possible, the nonra
diative recombination process can be assessed quantitat
through the window of decay time.

Because the radiative recombination process is consid
to be dominant at the lowest temperature, a purely radia
recombination occurs atT520 K, which yieldsI 05I (20 K!.
Then the following relations are obtained for the radiati
and the nonradiative recombination times,

e

e
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t r~T!5
I ~20 K!

I ~T!
t~T!, ~6!

tnr~T!5
I ~20 K!

I ~20 K!2I ~T!
t~T!. ~7!

With expressions~6! and ~7!, the radiative and nonradia
tive lifetimes are obtained and represented in Figs. 16~b! and
16~c!, respectively. In Fig. 16~b!, the dependence oft r on
temperature is clearly distinguished among the th
samples. For the 1 ML SQW, in all temperature rangest r
increases with temperature. For 2 and 3 ML SQWS, there
two steps, which reflects the similar tendency seen in Fig.

The dimensionality of the confinement and of the oscil
tor strength of excitons can be studied in relation to the te
perature dependence oft r .35–42 In the lower temperature
region, the oscillator strength increases with decreas
CdSe well width, that is, with decreasing inhomogeneo
broadening. This implies that the coherency of the wa
function of excitons is less disturbed with decreas
inhomogeneity.38,39 In other words, more excitons with sim
lar k contribute to the enhancement of the oscillator streng
The important point regarding radiative and nonradiat
lifetimes is that their inverse values correspond to the pr

FIG. 16. ~a! Measured decay times for the three SQWS.~b!
Radiative lifetimes for the three SQWS.~c! Nonradiative lifetimes
for the three SQWS.
e

re
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s
e
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e
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abilities of the recombination passes. Consequently, lon
radiative lifetime suggests a difficulty in encountering fin
states of recombination that are strongly related to the
mensionality. This is due to the limitation of momentumk .
In other words, with decreasing the dimensionality, t
amount of availablek is decreased. On the other han
smaller nonradiative lifetimes imply the presence of reco
bination centers without radiation. A more important point
the degree of temperature dependence of the two type
lifetimes. The theory dictates that as the confinement
larger ~that is, the dimension is smaller!, the temperature
dependence of the lifetimes decreases.35

It is clear thatt r is less dependent on temperature w
increasing CdSe layer width, that is, with increasing inhom
geneous broadening. For the 1 ML SQW, a stronger dep
dence is observed in the wide temperature range, indica
that the confinement of excitons becomes weaker and m
thermally affected. Below the characteristic temperatures
scribed above, the temperature dependence oft r is small.
This suggests that the confinement of excitons is further
hanced with increasing inhomogeneity, probably because
coherency of the wave function of excitons is caused to fl
tuate by the randomly distributed potentials and thus the
plitude of the wave function is high only in a centered r
gion. Outside this region, the wave function is damped d
to its incoherency. Accordingly, excitons are localized at
region in a real space after diffusion within the
lifetimes.20,21,35,38,39

On the other hand, as seen in Fig. 16~c!, tnr also reflects
a situation similar to that fort r in terms of the relationship
between the dimensionality and the inhomogeneity.tnr de-
creases with increasing temperature for the three samp
The inverse oftnr corresponds to the probability of trappin
by nonradiative recombination centers. The values beco
larger with a decrease in inhomogeneous broadening,
less independent of temperature. These phenomena also
port the above description on the basis of the concep
dimensionality. The localized excitons are less mobile a
accordingly have less probability of being trapped by t
nonradiative centers.

We finally state with clarity for the above mechanis
shown in Figs. 16~a!–16~c!: with increasing the CdSe laye
width, the temperature dependence of both radiative
nonradiative lifetimes decreases, indicating that the confi
ment dimensionality becomes larger. The difference of t
dimensionality in the three SQWS is considered to be d
only to the difference in the degree of localization. The
calization is produced by the incoherency of the wave fu
tion of excitons~or carriers! ~it may be useful to recall the
Fourier transformation!. At least, there is some probabilit
that their existence is in a certain region. Consequently,
larger the degree of localization, the more this region is
stricted, and accordingly, excitons~or carriers! become less
mobile, leading to the diminution of the probability of mee
ing nonradiative centers. Figure 16~c! shows that excitons
encounter larger nonradiative centers with increasing te
perature because they acquire larger thermal energy.
suggests that the samples with smaller well widths h
lower confinement dimensionality.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We studied the recombination dynamics of localized
citons in CdSe/ZnSe/ZnSxSe12x single quantum well struc
tures with the CdSe well layer of 1, 2, and 3 monolay
~ML !. TRPL measurement and NLPL measurement w
used. TIPL measurement showed that decay times incre
with increasing the monitored photon energy, and their v
ues increased with increasing the CdSe layer width. It w
found that the degree of localization of excitons beca
larger and the radiative lifetimes of excitons became sma
with an increase in the CdSe layer width, suggesting that
energy depth in the tail states was smaller and the oscill
strength of excitons was larger for the SQW with a thinn
well layer. NLPL measurement was performed for the 1 a
2 ML SQWS and showed that the many-body effect inclu
ing localized excitons occurred in them, and that this eff
may result from the localized biexcitons for the 1 ML SQ
and from the localized exciton-exciton inelastic scattering
the 2 ML SQW. Using the temperature dependence of
TRPL measurement for the three CdSe SQW samples,
i
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radiative and the nonradiative lifetimes of the localized e
citons in them were obtained.

These systematic measurements enabled us to clarify
relationship of localized excitons to both the localization a
the quantum confinement effects, and revealed that for th
ML SQW, the quantum size effect of excitons was enhanc
and the biexcitonic emission was observed, and for 2 an
ML SQWS, the degree of localization of excitons becam
larger compared with that for the 1 ML SQW and it pre
vented excitons from being trapped by the nonradiative
combination centers.
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